To: Plan Bay Area 2050,

I propose, the city of San Francisco to be the elite city in the San Francisco Bay Area. (Which you may think that it is an elite city. Well, I do not think that a high crime rate and people be begging is an elite city.)

I think an elite city is almost like a dream. Everything is beautiful; buildings, streets, facilities, excellent service, dressed well people... Everything the best.

How do we get there?

Since the footprint of the city of San Francisco is somewhat small, we could make this an exclusive area.

We should create a place where people aspire to live.

Therefore, I some ideas to create a place for high achievers in San Francisco: (Basically, think exclusive club in San Francisco. There are plenty of areas in the Bay Area to do other things. Let’s make just one small iconic area Elite!)

1) No affordable housing in San Francisco. (Other areas could provide affordable housing, these people could commute to SF.)
2) No begging or loitering. (Clean up streets. This could reduce crime as well.)
3) Employees must wear uniforms or dress well.
4) All services used would be the best.
5) Possibly, higher tax rate to afford elite public services and beautify the city.
6) Other elite city items...

This is a beginning for creating an elite city. More ideas will be created after implementing the aforementioned items.

The vision is an elite group of people living in beautiful area which they have dreamed.
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